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Derek Sheridan

“Uncle Sam Said Very Clearly You Are Not a 
Country”: Independence Activists and the 
Mapping of Imperial Cosmologies in Taiwan

In 2006, a group of three hundred people led by a man named Roger Lin 

held a demonstration outside the American Institute in Taiwan (AIT), the 

de facto U.S. embassy in Taipei. he group claimed that Taiwan, governed 

by the mostly diplomatically unrecognized Republic of China (ROC) and 

claimed by the People’s Republic of China (PRC), had actually been under 

the legal jurisdiction of the United States since 1945. hey demanded the 

United States to “explain clearly” Taiwan’s legal status and to provide 

them U.S. passports. he group then attempted to sue the U.S. govern-

ment directly to have it recognize the existence of an entity they called 

the “United States Military Government” (USMG) (Hsu 2009). Although 

the U.S. Federal Court of Appeals would decline to decide their case, Lin 

and his supporters established a Taiwan Civil Government (TCG) in 2008. 

Rejecting the authority of Taiwan’s elected government, they created 

lags representing the USMG and TCG, selected regional governors for 

Taiwan, and produced identiication cards on the backs of which were 

printed summaries of their legal argument for the cards’ authority. he 

realization of Taiwan’s formal recognition as a separate country from 

China, they argued, depended on irst recognizing Taiwan’s actual current 

status as part of the United States. Although activists associated with the 

Taiwan independence movement with whom I spoke in 2012 considered 

Roger Lin a marginal igure who, so they claimed, deceived supporters 

into believing there was oicial U.S. backing, one former supporter told 

me that even if Lin was deceptive, the TCG could “still help” the larger 

independence movement because it “made something out of nothing 

[wú zhōng shēng yŏu].”
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his performed claim to belong to an American empire poses a chal-

lenge to critical scholarship, including a politically conscious anthro-

pology that, in the wake of the U.S. invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, 

contributed to the scholarship on American imperialism (Hardt and 

Negri 2000; Johnson 2000; Lutz 2006; Stoler and Bond 2006; Go 2008). 

Around this same time, Taiwanese scholar Chen Kuan- Hsing produced 

a study of Club 51, a movement that advocated American statehood for 

Taiwan. Club 51 preceded, but also laid the conceptual groundwork for, 

the emergence of the TCG. In his article, Chen emphasized the radical 

signiicance of a proposal that abandons aspirations to nationhood and 

instead seeks annexation into empire. He interprets this aspiration as 

a symptom of the internalization of imperialist subjectivities in Taiwan 

(and East Asia more broadly). In the context of his larger critical project 

of “de- imperialization,” he goes on to argue that Club 51 makes explicit 

“an unspeakable dilemma” for the Taiwan independence movement: “to 

become independent, Taiwan must depend on the United States militarily, 

diplomatically, and economically, but to openly admit this fact is contrary 

to the very idea of independence” (Chen 2010, 162).

In this article, I examine the logics through which grassroots inde-

pendence activists map empire and their place within it. What happens, 

as social practice, when marginalized political actors imagine imperial 

communities that do not (yet) exist? I argue that empire is an imagined 

community, not only in terms of cultural identiication but also in terms 

of the pragmatics through which nationalist activists map their aspired 

communities into a global order, in this case, one deined by American 

power vis- à- vis a Chinese nationalist project considered itself to be impe-

rial. he article is based on ethnographic ieldwork with the grassroots 

activists among whom the TCG emerged. I trace debates and discussions 

among activists, examining their relationship to theories that place Tai-

wan within an American empire. Speciically, I trace the epistemological 

practices through which claims to belong to an American empire emerged.

Recent scholarship on both empire and nationalism has challenged 

the implicit dichotomy of national self- determination and imperialism. 

Duara (2004), for example, argues that the Japanese imperial project 

in the 1930s to constitute “Manchukuo” as a nation- state rather than a 

colony preigured the postwar arrangement of American client states in 

East Asia. Kelly (2003) argues on a broader scale that anti- imperial cri-

tiques of American power fail to question the assumptions of the nation- 

state system as an institutional arrangement that limited political self- 

determination to the project of the nation- state and limited liabilities for 

the major powers on whom the new nation- states were still dependent. 
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Rutherford (2012, 180), arguing that all nations have “extra- national” 

roots, points out that self- determination in a postcolonial context has 

been dependent on recognition, particularly the recognition of powerful 

actors. hese considerations lead Kelly to be critical of the use of empire 

to describe the United States. he argument that the United States has 

maintained an informal empire without colonization, however, is an old 

one. Nonetheless, it is itself signiicant that so much theoretical work 

has been devoted to the deinition of what is empire or not- an- empire. 

As Stoler (2006, 94) argues, “the force of imperial macropolities is lodged 

in and exercised through the ambiguously opaque and creative terms of 

these vocabularies themselves.” It is for this same reason that Lutz (2006) 

calls for anthropologists to go beyond macrotheories of empire, and to 

contribute an ethnographic perspective by studying “empire in the details.”

he case I present goes beyond theories and deinitions of empire 

and instead examines how the putative subjects of empire themselves 

construct its outlines and features. I contribute to ethnographic work 

that has explored how nationalist movements and local political actors 

theorize geopolitical cosmologies (Tsing 1993; Brown and heodossopou-

los 2003; Rutherford 2012). he concept of “cosmology” that I use here 

is inspired by Lisa Malkki’s (1995, 5) description of the “national order 

of things” as “a powerful regime of order and knowledge that is at once 

politico- economic, historical, cultural, aesthetic, and cosmological.” I 

am also inspired by work on what Tsing (1993) calls the “imagination of 

power,” or the vernacular epistemologies through which people map lines 

of force and hierarchies of power around the globe. Vernacular political 

theories often appear in the literature as “conspiracy theory,” which Boyer 

(2006, 327) calls a “key mode of cultural knowledge that seeks to reveal 

and to make locally intelligible the hidden forces and estranging dynam-

ics of modern social experience.” Anthropologists have argued that these 

theories reveal historical memories and moral stakes and that they index 

the uncertainties and confusion of politics and power themselves (Brown 

and heodossopoulos 2003; Smith 2001; West and Sanders 2003). In this 

article, I go beyond the insight that vernacular political theory is mean-

ingful by bringing an ethnographic lens to bear on the particular episte-

mological practices through which political cosmologies are constructed.

Taiwan has historically been integrated into multiple imperial for-

mations, creating the conditions of possibility for diferent people to 

imagine many diferent “empires” into which the island might be mapped. 

hese possible belongings are more complex than a simple dichotomy 

between “Chinese” and “Taiwanese” identities (Wachman 1994; Ching 

2001; Simon 2003; Brown 2004). he island has been an outpost of the  
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seventeenth- century Dutch trading empire, a frontier of the Qing Empire, 

and, after the Treaty of Shimonoseki in 1895, a colony of the Japanese 

Empire. Although political movements under Japanese colonialism did 

emerge among Taiwan’s elite who sought independence from Japan or 

eventual reuniication with mainland China, the home- rule movement 

largely accepted the irreversibility of remaining part of the Japanese 

Empire. When Taiwan was returned to what was now the ROC after 1945, 

this colonial experience shaped Taiwanese expectations of home rule 

within a larger Chinese polity (Phillips 2003). Dissatisfaction with the 

rampant misadministration of the incoming Chinese Nationalist (KMT) 

government, however, culminated in a 1947 uprising that was suppressed 

in a massacre that efectively eliminated, exiled, or silenced the Taiwan-

ese elite. he “228 Incident” would become the “founding massacre” for 

the Taiwan independence movement and (in the beginning) appeals for 

a United Nations (UN) trusteeship (Corcuf 2002; Kerr 1965). In 1949, 

however, the Chinese Communist Party defeated the KMT, which then, 

accompanied by 2 million mainland Chinese, retreated to the island. Tai-

wan was reimagined as a temporary base and “model province” within a 

larger mission to “recover the mainland.” he ROC on Taiwan developed 

into an authoritarian developmental state backed by a far- reaching U.S. 

military and economic presence that incorporated the island into the Cold 

War “irst island chain” in the Western Paciic and tied the life trajectories 

of entire generations to the United States.

he Cold War and its aftermath have situated Taiwan on the edge 

of multiple empires and multiple potential statuses. he PRC imagined 

the “liberation” (and, later, “peaceful uniication”) of Taiwan as the inal 

stage of the reuniication of a Chinese nation that had been partitioned 

by Western and Japanese imperialism. During this same period, exiled 

Taiwanese independence activists, notably Su Beng (1980), reimagined 

Taiwanese history as a struggle of the island’s original Han settlers1 against 

the successive colonialisms of the Dutch, Ming loyalist Chen Chenggong, 

the Qing, the Japanese, and the Chinese (referring now to the Mainland-

ers who arrived in 1949). Democratization in the 1990s precipitated the 

popular convergence of the “Republic of China” imaginary with Taiwan, 

but eforts to remap Taiwan as a sovereign state within the international 

system have failed largely due to opposition from the PRC, which regards 

eventual uniication as the only acceptable outcome, even if it is only 

achievable through military force. At the same time, Taiwan is being 

integrated economically through extensive cross- strait circulations of 

capital and people. Cross- strait trade agreements have become increas-

ingly controversial in recent years, however, leading to the emergence of 
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new social movements opposed to arrangements that would eventually 

lead to uniication (Rowen 2015).

he imaginative claim that Taiwan might be an unrecognized U.S. pos-

session becomes less absurd in a context where, despite having its own 

elected president and legislature, bureaucracy, currency, and military, the 

island is imagined many ways otherwise by other polities, and even by its 

own government. he Chinese government maintains that the ROC ceased 

to exist in 1949, and although it has itself never controlled the island, 

Taiwan is formally spoken of in public contexts as an internal province. 

he ROC formally maintains that it still retains sovereignty over all of 

China but efective jurisdiction over the “Taiwan Area.” Prior to 1991, this 

claim was expressed by maintaining the all- China legislature elected in 

1947. After 2008, President Ma Ying- Jeou opened negotiations on trade 

liberalization with “China” under the premise of “One China, Diferent In-

terpretations,” wherein the ROC formally maintains itself to be China and 

the other side to be the “mainland authorities.” Although the opposition 

Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) maintains that Taiwan is a separate 

sovereign state with the name “Republic of China,” independence activ-

ists argue that despite popular sovereignty, the ROC remains a colonial 

government on Taiwan. hey advocate forming a Republic of Taiwan. he 

U.S. government doesn’t recognize any of these claims but maintains un-

oicial diplomatic and military ties. Taiwan provides exemplary evidence 

of the iterative and performative quality of sovereign claims.

In this context, some grassroots activists associated with the Taiwan 

independence movement attempt to “make things legible” (Scott 1998) 

by formalizing the terms of informal American empire in Taiwan in ways 

that seem to promise spaces for political agency otherwise denied. he 

activists with whom I conducted ieldwork are neither political parties 

and elites nor “public opinion,” usually the focus of studies on Taiwanese 

identity. Rather, they are leaders and volunteers of the network of pro- 

independence civil society organizations popularly referred to as bĕntŭ 
shètuán (localization groups). heir members come from a diverse variety 

of socioeconomic backgrounds, but at the time of my ieldwork, their 

most unifying characteristic was that they were either retired or older 

than the age of sixty. hese activists are easily recognizable in Taiwan’s 

public sphere as those who regularly attend Taiwan’s frequent political 

demonstrations and earnestly pursue projects whose goals are taken 

as quixotic even by Taiwanese who prefer independence. Many of the 

groups to whom they belong emerged in response to the DPP moving 

from active support of Taiwan independence to preservation of the status 

quo. Following the election of Ma Ying- Jeou in 2008 and the opening of  
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controversial negotiations with the PRC to liberalize cross- strait trade, a 

new wave of organizations emerged to oppose what was seen as the begin-

ning of uniication with China. At the time of my ieldwork in 2012, just 

after Ma’s reelection, and still before the Sunlower Movement marked 

the entry of younger activists into Taiwan independence activism, most of 

the activists I spoke to regarded themselves as more politically informed 

than a society they considered “brainwashed.” hey debated approaches 

to pursuing independence, with some focusing on how to mobilize other 

Taiwanese and others focusing on how to realize independence through 

foreign intervention or international law.

Originally assuming the goals of independence and American state-

hood to be very diferent, I initially designed my research as a comparison 

of the activists who participated in 908 Taiwan Republic (a group founded 

in 2005 to advocate September 8, 1951, to be Taiwan’s “Independence Day” 

on account of that being the day Japan formally renounced sovereignty) 

and those who participated in Club 51, now called the Formosan State-

hood Movement. Upon beginning ieldwork, however, I quickly discovered 

that both of these groups were part of a network of individuals and small 

organizations who participated in an ongoing circuit of rallies, lectures, 

and casual political discussions around the city. I ended up spending a 

majority of my time with activists from the Alliance of Referendum for 

Taiwan (ART), which has been camped outside the legislature in protest 

of Ma’s China policies since 2008, but also spent considerable time in in-

terviews with individual activists. hese interviews were really extended 

lectures that often included other activists and friends whom they would 

invite when I arrived. As an American, my presence itself was conduc-

tive to initiating discussions about the role of the United States in the 

history of Taiwan.

Based on my participation in these discussions, as I accompanied ac-

tivists through their weekly activities, I begin by describing the ways 

American and Chinese empire are interpreted in relationship to each 

other. I then attempt to retrace the process through which the theory 

that Taiwan belonged to the United States developed. I do so by both 

tracing the social life of this claim as it evolved and showing its deploy-

ment in the context of everyday political conversation. Finally, I examine 

the theory’s premise of allowing activists to reset history through their 

creative appeal to notions of empire.

6 The Entanglement of American and Chinese Empires

At the beginning of our irst interview, David Chou, founder of the For-

mosa Statehood Movement, took out a blank sheet of paper and drew 
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a map of the Asia Paciic. He explained that Taiwan forms part of the 

“irst island chain” necessary for maintaining American hegemony. I had 

already entered this interview with Chen Kuan- Hsing’s article in the 

back of my mind. Given Chen’s larger purpose of critiquing imperialist 

thought in East Asia, I was surprised when David brought up the article 

himself as an introduction to his ideas. Chen had taken him seriously, 

he felt, and both he and Chen agreed that the United States had become 

internal to Taiwanese subjectivity. David, however, embraced the label 

of “pro- imperial,” arguing Chen’s political– intellectual project of “de- 

imperialization” (qùdìguóhuà) to actually be “de- American imperialization” 

(qùm�idìguóhuà) and therefore pro- “Chinese imperialism.” he indirect 

exchange I witnessed here illustrates how anti- imperial critiques are 

contingent on and can themselves become entangled in other imperial 

projects. Chinese nationalist scholars have long seen Taiwan independence 

as overdetermined by American imperialism (Nan 1980; Yin 1988), but 

as Shu (2001) argues, this argument overlooks the signiicance of local 

political subjectivity in the formation of Taiwanese political projects. he 

activists with whom I did research contend with two diferent imperial 

formations: China and the United States. In their discourse, however, 

these formations take on diferent meanings in diferent contexts.

he broadest set of meanings aligns China and the United States on 

two poles of an imagined civilizational hierarchy. Activists I spoke with 

frequently imagined the United States as the ideal realization of the insti-

tutions and political practices they saw to be limited in Taiwan. he United 

States was a “real democracy,” unlike Taiwan; the United States “lacked 

corruption,” unlike Taiwan; and American voters would not “put up” with 

the same mistreatment Taiwanese voters accepted. China, conversely, was 

invoked as the source of all the negative qualities they found in Taiwan. 

Although the PRC’s stated intention to eventually unify Taiwan was in-

voked as expected, I was more surprised to ind that what the activists 

referred to as “Chinese” were more often shorthand for various social ills 

attributed to the arrival of the KMT. A narrative was evident of Taiwan 

having been better organized under the Japanese prior to 1945, when the 

“Chinese” came and brought bad habits with them. Chen (2010) identiied 

this discourse, exempliied by Club 51’s quest for cultural integration into 

the United States, as an unmistakable sign of postcolonial consciousness.

On the other hand, the project of modern Chinese nationalism is 

itself experienced as a form of imperialism. his includes not only the 

equivalence of “uniication” with “annexation” but also memories and 

legacies of KMT authoritarian rule in Taiwan. A Hakka activist told me 

that he “hated the Chinese nation [zhōnghúa mínzú]” because of the  
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suppression of the Hakka language by the KMT during authoritarian rule. 

As Hung and Kuo (2010, 318) argue, the history of modern Chinese nation 

building is usefully understood as a comparatively successful project to 

“transform nearly all of [China’s] imperial territory into a singular nation- 

state despite the cultural and ethnic heterogeneity of this geographical 

space,” but one that “is far from complete and uncontested.” he KMT 

pursued this project in Taiwan through the enforcement of Mandarin 

and the discursive elevation of (Greater) Chinese subjectivities and ex-

periences over (local) Taiwanese subjectivities and experiences (Phillips 

2003). he project’s methods uncannily resembled the methods of the 

prior Japanese colonialist project. It is therefore unsurprising that the 

centering of Taiwanese subjectivities during democratization has been 

positioned against a Chinese empire, regardless of how much Han Tai-

wanese popular religion and language continued to be informed by an 

older Chinese imperial cosmology and historical tradition inherited from 

Taiwan’s inclusion in the Qing Empire (Cohen 1991).

These activists also speak of the United States as an empire, but 

wherein the “Chinese” are associated with KMT colonialism, the United 

States is imperialist because it is not imperialist enough. Activists I knew 

would occasionally work out the diferences in the course of conversation 

with me. While I was speaking with Mr. Wen in the oice of 908 Taiwan 

Republic, he referred to China as zhina, a pejorative Japanese term he 

preferred to zhōng guó, which he emphasized means “center country.” 

After claiming this exempliied the problem with Chinese nationalism, he 

then added, imitating an American accent, that Americans also probably 

thought they were the center of the world. Every country thinks they are 

the center country, he added. He continued, saying that the United States 

invaded Iraq, but it did not annex it. China, on the other hand, wanted to 

invade and annex Taiwan because of claims to shared “blood” (xuèt�ng). 

But if that was true, he asked, why doesn’t the United Kingdom insist 

that Americans are still part of the U.K.? Wen shifted into a broader set 

of complaints about the KMT, the 228 Incident, and recent corruption 

scandals, in the middle of which he suddenly said, “I’m sorry, but Taiwan 

belongs to you.”

Starting with a pejorative term for China inherited from the discourse 

of Japanese imperialism, Wen, through a series of shifts, identiies impe-

rial ainities between China and the United States that are quickly quali-

ied by signiicant contrasts. he apology- bracketed claim that Taiwan 

“belongs” to the United States, however, is diferent from David Chou’s 

advocacy of statehood. It is a claim, popularized by Lin’s lawsuit, that the 

United States had a special responsibility in Taiwan. I had conversations 
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with other activists in diferent settings that closely followed my con-

versation with Wen. For example, I was approached one afternoon while 

sitting at the ART by a middle- aged man who shared his complaints about 

the KMT. He then described the KMT and Chinese Communist Party as 

“brothers” and said that President Ma took orders from Chinese president 

Hu Jintao. “America is also not good,” he added. General MacArthur was 

to blame for “giving” Taiwan to Chiang Kai- Shek and the KMT at the end 

of World War II. Chinese and American imperialisms, in other words, 

are entangled in these narratives of Taiwan’s current predicament. Ma 

Ying- Jeou embodies these entanglements. His Mainlander background, 

Chinese identity, and policies of opening to China directly challenged 

Taiwan- centric identities. However, activists frequently accused him of 

both secretly taking orders from Beijing and secretly holding a U.S. green 

card. One story I heard was that after Ma “sold out” Taiwan to China, 

he would actually lee to the United States to live with the rest of his 

family there. he ROC government in Taiwan, U.S. statehood supporter 

Johnny Huang told me, represented two governments: China and the 

United States. Ma wanted to unify with China but also had to “obey” the 

United States because, otherwise, he joked once, they “would take away 

his green card.”

While entangled, a clear contrast that emerges is that whereas the 

KMT are considered to have constructed a colonial regime in Taiwan 

and to be facilitating uniication with China, the United States is in-

voked to explain how “the Chinese” came to Taiwan in the irst place. 

his is not limited to those espousing statehood or supporting the TCG. 

Independence activists I spoke to regularly emphasized that the United 

States had “responsibility” (zérèn) for Taiwan’s future. One informant, 

Little Chen, reminded me every time we met that “the most important 

question” I should answer for him is why the United States supported 

the ROC. he possibility that it could have acted diferently allows some 

activists to imagine other possible futures for Taiwan. Indeed, some called 

Americans “imperialist” by virtue of the fact that they had not been im-

perialist enough and had not done what Chinese nationalists had long 

accused the United States of plotting to do: establishing the permanent 

separation of Taiwan from China. Richard Bush (2004), the former head 

of the AIT, characterized U.S. policy toward Taiwan as having deterred 

three outcomes: a Chinese invasion of Taiwan, Chiang Kai- Shek attack-

ing the mainland, and Taiwan declaring independence. American leaders 

maintained deliberate “strategic ambiguity” about Taiwan’s status as a 

tool in managing its relationship with China. However, whereas those like 

Bush credit strategic ambiguity with maintaining Sino- American peace, 
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Taiwanese independence activists directly challenge these uncertainties 

and seek to make them legible.

6 The Social Life of Imperial Cosmologies

he recognition of the importance of the United States in Taiwan’s re-

cent history leads many activists to question the “strategic ambiguity” 

of U.S. policy makers. “We are waiting for Uncle Sam to tell us what to 

do,” Johnny Huang told me, “they say we are not a country, but also not 

a state. It’s like saying you can’t eat noodles, but you also can’t eat rice!” 

In the absence of legibility, activists attempt to make U.S. policy legible 

on their own. I encountered frequent debates in meetings among activists 

about the proper interpretation of policy statements.2 As an American 

researcher, some informants assigned me the role of searching for docu-

ments that would provide them “evidence” (zhèngmíng) for Taiwan’s real 

status. Activists consistently attributed greater veracity and eicacy to 

the statements of U.S. oicials than to the statements of Taiwanese oi-

cials. his relects the historical fact that U.S. declarations and statements 

regarding Taiwan have exempliied “words that do things” (Austin 1962), 

but there is also the interpretive logic that U.S. nonrecognition of Taiwan 

vetoes the existence of a government that otherwise reproduces itself 

through everyday bureaucratic practices. In everyday discussion about 

politics, the frequent assertions I heard that the ROC was “not a country” 

was occasionally accompanied by the statement that “America said very 

clearly!” it was not. Johnny Huang had collected a folder’s worth of news 

stories concerning U.S.– Taiwan relations and quoting the statements of 

U.S. oicials regarding Taiwan, from which he would occasionally profer 

theories about an underlying U.S. grand strategy.

It would not be a stretch to argue that making sense of what U.S. 

policy might actually be encourages exegetical readings of diplomatic 

texts and statements analogous to the practice of interpreting divine 

will in religious texts (Bakhtin 1981, 351).3 he archive of U.S. policy is 

extensive enough for creative projects of making legible an empire that is 

deliberately illegible. On the basis of both interviews and conversations I 

witnessed, I am able to reconstruct here the emergence and social life of 

theories that Taiwan belonged to the United States. Tracing the everyday 

practices through which activists developed these reveal that “empire” 

is as much an emergent construction of its subjects as it is a project of 

its ostensible architects.

he story begins with the Formosa Statehood Movement. In my con-

versations with David Chou and Johnny Huang, they directly drew links 

between their personal life experiences and how they came to either  
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propose or support the possibility of U.S. statehood. hey explicitly ad-

opted the language of “empire” to interpret these experiences. David, who, 

like many Taiwanese of his generation, attended college in the United 

States, described the experience of being invited to attend Bicentennial 

celebrations in 1976 as being “like a student from a vassal state coming 

to see the empire.” He added, “I am best return on the investment [the 

U.S. government made].” Johnny had spent his teenage years working 

on a U.S. military base as a shoeshine boy, telephone operator, and sup-

ply depot manager. If Anderson (1991) has argued that “administrative 

pilgrimages” have been crucial in the creation of “imagined [national] 

communities,” the legacy of a U.S. military presence in Taiwan and the 

transpaciic pilgrimages that tied generations of Taiwanese to the United 

States are the conditions of possibility for imagining oneself in a U.S. 

imperial community. David and Johnny both describe either the moment 

of creation or support of statehood as the resolution to the dilemma of 

U.S. “strategic ambiguity” toward Taiwan. Chou described to me how the 

idea originated from the time he worked as an aide to opposition leader 

Kang Ning- Xiang in 1988. He often received visiting U.S. politicians and 

reporters who he said would tell him that the United States “supported 

democratization in Taiwan, but if you talk independence, we are reserved.” 

David continued:

At that time I supported independence, but because I kept getting that 

response, I would ask them with curiosity, “If you Americans don’t support 

independence, then how about this,” I came up with an alternative, “how 

about we just join the United States.” At that time, I thought it was a joke, 

I wasn’t serious, but I discovered 20% supported. Half laughed, but did not 

say whether they supported or not. hey were ambiguous [aì mèi].

he ambiguity David perceived was enough to transform a playful idea 

into a serious proposal. David made an appointment with Johnny in 1994. 

By this time, Johnny was already well known as an activist for the end of 

military conscription in Taiwan. He had become involved because of work 

helping the families of Taiwanese whose sons studied high school and col-

lege abroad in the United States. Not only did Taiwan’s conscription laws 

efectively prevent these people from returning home for visits, they also 

had to appear in court upon their return. After hearing David’s proposal, 

Johnny said he thought, “Hey! It sounds great, because my overseas stu-

dent families, probably a quarter already had American passports. Why 

not? Instead of some people having a U.S. passport, why not everybody 

has a U.S. passport?” Johnny frequently supported statehood in terms of 

transforming the informal empire into the actuality of formal membership 
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in the United States. For example, he argued that the weapons the United 

States sold to Taiwan were already a form of taxation for defense, because 

the weapons in themselves were not capable of defending Taiwan. Johnny 

framed statehood as the generalization of security (from a Chinese inva-

sion), which he presented as a social justice issue. Telling me that a “U.S. 

passport means security,” he believed that Taiwanese elites, particularly 

those from families who came over with Chiang Kai- Shek in the 1940s, 

already had U.S. passports. “Where is my passport?” he would ask me.4 

Statehood was argued both to guarantee U.S. protection and to resolve 

its unequal application to people in Taiwan by building on relationships 

that were already analogous to being a U.S. dependency.

David’s proposal attracted widespread (and even international) media 

attention in the 1990s, although much of it with an undertone of amuse-

ment. Nonetheless, it had ive hundred members at its height, and even 

in 2012, when I only personally encountered fewer than a dozen, some 

activists who supported Taiwan independence occasionally mentioned 

in passing (sometimes in a lighthearted manner) U.S. statehood as the 

least bad option after uniication with China. Although the TCG, which 

surpassed David in fame in the 2000s, is often popularly associated with 

him, the claims, logics, and methods of the two groups are very diferent. 

Rather than making an argument about the desirability of U.S. statehood, 

the TCG claimed that Taiwan is already part of the United States and 

that its supporters should act in accordance with this reality. Nonethe-

less, I found that supporters of both groups begin with the potentiality 

of American empire (in terms of either informal relationships or legal 

technicalities) and construct imagined political institutions through which 

they can exercise agency within it.

It is worth tracing the precise discursive processes through which 

this happens because doing so reveals both how imperial cosmologies 

are constructed and how arguments for them obtain legitimacy. Johnny 

claims that the TCG originated in an ofhand comment he made during 

a conversation with an American expatriate named Richard Hartzell in 

1999. he story uncannily reproduces David’s own narrative of U.S. state-

hood beginning as a joke:

I said, “Hey, Richard, Taiwan is probably already American territory.” He 

said, “How could that be?” I thought it was a joke, I didn’t take it seriously. 

I said, “It doesn’t matter, every day, when you have nothing to do, you 

can go do the research.” he result, unbelievable. He spent ive years doing 

research. In 2004, one day he calls me and says, “Johnny, it’s true! Taiwan 

is a territory of the United States!”
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Hartzell’s argument, subsequently published in the Harvard Asia Quar-

terly (Hartzell 2004), makes the claim that when Japan surrendered in 

1945, its colony of Taiwan also fell under the legal authority of the United 

States, the “principal occupying power.” General MacArthur issued Order 

Number 1, instructing Japanese forces in Taiwan to surrender to Chiang 

Kai- Shek, but because the order was never rescinded and because the inal 

status of Taiwan was never formally determined, Taiwan remains an unac-

knowledged overseas possession of the United States. Hartzell’s article at-

tracted the attention of former president Lee Deng- Hui, who publicly rec-

ommended it. Hartzell was then approached by former businessman Roger 

Lin, leading to the events spoken of at the beginning of the article: a strat-

egy of suing the U.S. government to have it recognize its jurisdiction over 

Taiwan and to provide the passports due to a people living in an American 

territory. In 2009, the United States Court of Appeals declined the case 

on the grounds that a judicial decision would infringe on a “question the 

Executive Branch intentionally left unanswered for over sixty years: who 

exercises sovereignty over Taiwan” (Lin v. US, 561 F.3d 502 [D.C. Cir. 2009]).

One might end the story there, but the discourse and activism gener-

ated around and in response to Lin illustrate the extent of the creativity 

involved in imagining and constructing imperial cosmologies and the 

purposes these projects are imagined to serve. Consider the following 

examples of Mr. Lee and Mr. Wang. Both started as supporters of Lin 

but subsequently became disillusioned with him and developed their 

own interpretations of Taiwan’s status. Mr. Lee was a pharmacist who, 

being “very worried about the future of Taiwan,” had donated money to 

various pro- independence causes, including Mr. Lin. As often happened 

during interviews, Mr. Lee invited a friend of his to join us: an English 

teacher who was herself not yet familiar with Mr. Lee’s theories. When 

we got to the café, he began to describe all the changes in Taiwan’s legal 

status since 1895. Lin’s mistake, he argued, was to only discuss the San 

Francisco Peace Treaty and not the 1979 Taiwan Relations Act (TRA). 

Whereas I had previously understood the act to allow “unoicial” diplo-

matic ties between the United States and Taiwan following the recognition 

of Beijing, Lee explained that, within the logic of the TCG’s theory, the 

act gave Taiwan independence:

Inside the Taiwan Relations Act, you need to understand, none of us under-

stand the Taiwan Relations Act, if you look, you would be surprised! It says 

very clearly in Article 2 that what the United States used to refer to as the 

Republic of China was now to be referred to as the “governing authorities in 

Taiwan” [Táiwān tŏngzhì dāngju]. On that day, the Republic of China ended.
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Lee argued that it was unnecessary to “nation build” (jiàn gúo) because 

the TRA already recognized the “people of Taiwan” as a foreign country. 

Instead, all Taiwanese needed to do was “set up” (chéng lì) a country 

by creating an “applicable law of the Taiwanese people” (Táiwān rénmín 

shĭyòngfă). He continued, “I did not understand the Act before, but when 

I did, I was shocked! Wow! So Taiwan was like this all along!” he United 

States, he added, should not allow the governing authorities in Taiwan 

to continue “deceiving” (piàn) the Taiwanese by telling them that the 

ROC is a government.

His friend intervened at this point and asked what is wrong with the 

status quo.

“here is no Republic of China,” Mr. Lee responded. “Ma Ying- Jeou is 

just a governing authority.” People in Taiwan use the ROC because they 

had been “brainwashed.”

“I’ve been brainwashed by you all afternoon!” his friend responded, 

smiling.

“I’m not brainwashing,” Lee responded. “I’m just explaining clearly 

[shuō dé qīngchŭ].”

he owner of the cofee shop, who had been listening to us nearby, 

intervened, saying, “It’s a shame [kĕlián] when my children ask about 

Taiwan’s status, why we are not allowed to ly our lag [overseas]. What 

thing are we [wŏmen shì shénme dōngxī]? A country, an American state? 

Quickly establish what we are. Taiwan is a country, or it is a state, OK, 

neither matters. Tell our children so that they are not confused.”

Mr. Lee discovered an alternative interpretation of Taiwan’s status, 

“speaking clearly” in contrast to the “brainwashing” of the KMT. Although 

his friend questioned the utility of reimagining Taiwan’s status, the cofee 

shop owner posed clarity regarding Taiwan’s identity in terms of avoid-

ing shame. Many (but not all) of Mr. Lee’s ideas were inspired by Wang 

Yun- Cheng, a businessman whose involvement in politics began when 

he heard Lin and Hartzell’s theory discussed on the radio. He subse-

quently wrote a book intended to help explain the theory in an accessible 

question- and- answer style (Wang 2005). He then began to undertake his 

own research on sovereignty disputes around the world and eventually 

wrote a two- volume book (Wang 2007) that came to diferent conclusions.

I was introduced to Mr. Wang by Mr. Lim, another businessman who 

was an active supporter of independence groups. he three of us met in 

Mr. Lim’s oice. Wang described to me a three- tiered structure where, 

historically, “the UN gave [occupation authority] to the United States, 

and the United States gave it to Chiang Kai- Shek.” he ROC constitu-

tion was not really a Chinese constitution, he said, but a “civil afairs  
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document.” Above this, the United States used the TRA to “manage” 

the ROC. It was similar, Wang said, to the way the federal government 

is above a state government in the United States. he United States did 

not possess sovereignty, however, but held it in trust for the UN. Short 

of war, he added, there were no means available for resolving Taiwan’s 

situation, but it was nonetheless important to pass down the knowledge 

of Taiwan’s “true” status so that it would still be useful several hundred 

years in the future. On one hand, this elaborate yet elegant theory rep-

resents a kind of long return to a “status quo” argument. On the other 

hand, no one else I have met or read expressed Taiwan’s status in precisely 

these terms. he formalism of the model is Wang’s creation. He said that 

he developed his theory to tell people “you have a status!” and thereby 

assuage the anxiety he felt among independence supporters.

6 Performing the Empire

he theories and their presentation described herein evince political imagi-

nations not well captured by the concept of nationalism. he theories do 

construct imagined communities and retrospective historical narratives, 

but rather than stories of nationalist subjectivity, they are stories of his-

torical contingency that reimagine the acts of powerful external actors 

into a basis for political community. Activists debate which date (1895, 

1945, 1952, 1979, etc.) can be retroactively considered the basis for pursu-

ing a legal claim about Taiwan’s status. his often entails repurposing the 

intentions of powerful actors for the intentions of Taiwanese political 

agency. For example, in the same café where I regularly met Johnny to talk 

about Taiwan as a U.S. state, I found banners and liers placed by the boss 

advertising a campaign to formally establish Taiwan as a “neutral country.” 

he liers identiied the 1895 “internationalization” of the Taiwan Strait 

(by virtue of Taiwan’s transfer to Japan) as the “First Stage” of Taiwan’s 

neutralization and Truman’s 1950 order to neutralize the Chinese Civil 

War in the Taiwan Strait as the “Second Stage.” Establishing Taiwan as a 

neutral country was the “hird Stage.” he projects associated with Lin, 

however, make the claim that the Taiwanese can “travel back in time” (Tai-

wan Civil Government 2010) to the postwar moment, vetoing sixty years 

of history. And if not 1945, maybe 1979, as Mr. Lee argues. he eicacy of 

these projects are widely contested within the independence movement, 

but their very existence, and the extent to which groups like the TCG went 

to realize them, demonstrates the agentive appeal of imagining empire.

I often found arguments presented in the style of a claim to redo his-

tory correctly following the revelation that it had been done incorrectly. 

During a visit with 908 Taiwan Republic, a volunteer showed me a small 
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booklet in which was printed the 1960 UN resolution on decolonization. 

“It says right here, see!” he yelled. “Why then has it taken sixty- ive years? 

America should help! Will we be independent?” I replied that it would 

probably take a lot of efort. He got angry and told me there was no need 

for efort, that it was “very simple,” pointing again to the 1960 resolu-

tion. I encountered similar themes of revelation both in the life stories 

of activists and in the techniques they used to propagate their theories. 

David discovers that a joke about being a state may not be a joke; Hartzell 

discovers that Taiwan may already be U.S. territory; Mr. Lee discovers that 

the United States “gave” Taiwan independence in 1979. hese revelations 

follow having been “deceived” by the KMT to believe that the ROC was a 

country, or even deceived by the theories of other activists. I frequently 

encountered activists who explained that the facts they were telling me 

were not known by many Taiwanese because of KMT “brainwashing.”

he propagation of alternative theories sometimes employed the use 

of techniques seemingly intended to surprise and lead one to reimagine 

oneself in a diferent political reality. On a few separate occasions, I was 

provided a pocket- sized photograph of the Japanese surrender ceremony 

on October 25, 1945. he signiicant information in the photo is the pres-

ence of the Allied lags at the ceremony, equally positioned above the 

dignitaries. he photo indexes the fact that Japan technically surrendered 

to Chiang Kai- Shek, representing the Allies, rather than to China. he 

photo is intended to argue that Taiwan never legally returned to China 

and to suggest alternative possibilities for determining Taiwan’s future.

Resisting placement within China, but unable to achieve recognition 

within an international community of states, activists imagine a place 

within an American empire. Because this empire is ambiguous and dis-

avowed, however, activists attempt to formalize its terms themselves. 

Statehood, David and Johnny told me, would remove ambiguity about 

whether the United States would defend Taiwan. Independence activists 

who distance themselves from U.S. statehood or the civil government 

nonetheless map Taiwan (and China) into an imagined global community 

whose institutional contours have been historically shaped by the United 

States (Kelly and Kaplan 2004). his is the case of the man who showed 

me the UN resolution on decolonization. One informant who supported a 

Republic of Taiwan liked to tell me and other activists that “it’s not China’s 

Taiwan, but the world’s Taiwan [bù shì Zhōnggúo de Táiwān, shì Shìjiè de 

Táiwān],” and that the activists should not be afraid because it was not 

“Taiwan against China, but China against the world.” Wu (2004) argues 

that an anti- imperial strategy of appealing to Western universalism was 

also found in the Japanese period, when Japan’s anti- imperial “oriental 
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colonialism” justiied itself in part as resistance to Western imperialism. 

Rutherford (2012, 189) argues that the “performative creation of a na-

tion has long entailed the conjuring of transcendentally extra- national 

points of view.”

he particularity of the preceding theories, however, is the emphasis 

placed on international law, rather than nationalist subjectivity, as the 

basis for political community. he argument that Taiwan is actually part of 

the United States is close to the argument of some Hawai‘ian independence 

activists that the “Kingdom of Hawai‘i” is actually still in existence. Al-

though the political aims may seem opposed, both engage in what Philips 

(2005, 407) calls “a common U.S. colonial legal discourse about the nature 

of these entities and about their mutability. . . . Part of this discourse on 

political entities entails an assumption of the mutability of these units 

or of the capacity of one kind of unit to become another kind.” In both 

cases, activists are “strategically using law to both preserve and create 

the kind of political entities that will help them maintain and further 

the social identities they value” (407), in other words, to “have a status.”

he appeal to the idea of impartial international law, however, goes 

beyond whether these interpretations are legally “correct” and entails 

certain assumptions about how one exercises agency in a ield of powerful 

geopolitical actors. Lin was unsuccessful, after all, in using the U.S. legal 

system to resolve Taiwan’s status. Within the independence movement, 

activists disagreed over who had the greater agency in determining Tai-

wan’s future. One activist took me aside one night and told me,

I don’t like [the people you talk to]. hey waste time looking at history, at 

treaties. hey confuse people about what they want. he United States didn’t 

care about history when they invaded Afghanistan. Might makes right! When 

I was young, I supported uniication, and opposed independence. Now, I 

support independence and oppose uniication. heory can be thought, but 

it can’t lead [lĭ lùn kĕyĭ cān kăo, bù kĕyĭ lĭng dăo].

The activist’s criticisms fit into a larger debate within the pro- 

independence community about whether the movement depended more 

on the mobilization of a pro- independence “voice” (shēngyīn) in Taiwan 

or the support of powerful foreign actors. Given the inability of even pro- 

independence presidents to realize formal independence, what do these 

projects accomplish? he activists associated with the TCG went beyond 

lawsuits. he United States did not recognize jurisdiction over Taiwan, so 

they performatively extended the jurisdiction themselves by establishing 

the TCG. he group created lags for the military and civil governments, 

divided Taiwan into diferent “states,” and selected governors from among 
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its members. he TCG produced letters, lags, identiication cards, and 

travel documents issued for residents of the U.S. “Formosa Cession.” he 

story becomes murky here, as I encountered frequent accusations that 

Lin posited these lags and documents as being oicially endorsed (at 

least covertly) by the U.S. government. Lin eventually revised the TCG’s 

theory to argue that Taiwan was actually still legally part of the Japanese 

Empire, a position I was told aligned more closely with the ainities of 

elderly Taiwanese nostalgic for Japanese colonialism.

In the course of talking to informants about the claims of Roger Lin, 

I encountered divergent interpretations about what exactly was being 

claimed or the kind of work that was being done. Criticisms of Lin cen-

tered on the claim that he exploited patriotic elderly Taiwanese worried 

about the future of the island by making them believe the United States 

had given him covert backing. Supporters of Lin, conversely, even when 

acknowledging that he may have engaged in fraud, defended the larger 

project. As Rutherford (2012, 182) argues, “in a world where diplomatic 

acknowledgement is the sine qua non of legitimate statehood, nationalists 

are particularly dogged by the specter of iterability.” In this case, how-

ever, what is being iterated is the assumed responsibility of an empire 

that has deliberately extricated itself from the imperial relationship. 

During a dinner in which a former supporter of Lin described how she 

was increasingly uncomfortable with what Lin was doing, another man 

responded, “It doesn’t matter if [Lin] deceives. Explaining the history has 

advantages for Taiwan. It doesn’t matter who says he is a fraud. What 

matters is explaining Taiwan’s status. Saying the Republic of China is 

fake is what’s important!”

he iterations of Lin contended with the iterations of other indepen-

dence groups, which contend with the iterations of the ROC, the PRC, the 

United States, and the international community about Taiwan’s status. 

Rutherford, writing on similar practices of raising independent West 

Papuan lags, argues that such claims “aford a leeting experience of 

supremacy that may feel just like sovereign power. Don’t be mistaken; 

it takes a strict sense of geopolitical conditions to make a declaration of 

independence stick. But there is always something seductive in voicing 

an utterance that creates its own truth” (21). his is indeed how one 

former supporter of Lin described the TCG. “Lin lied to us,” he said, but 

then he added that even if the U.S. Military Government lag was fake, 

it “could still help us.” It was the strategy of “making something out of 

nothing [wú zhōng shēng yŏu].” TCG supporter Mr. Yang explained the 

group’s strategy by saying, “We are not a toy given to us by our father. 

We are people making our own toys.” Whereas other groups engaged the 
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ROC government given to them by the United States, he argued, they 

created their own government for engaging with the United States. Un-

like standard claims to be an independent country, however, they were 

performatively expanding American empire in formal ways that U.S. 

policy makers themselves did not. his was not necessarily only about 

cultural identiication, but the promise of revealing spaces for political 

agency otherwise denied.

6 Conclusion

he case presented here demonstrates how “empire” is a political cosmol-

ogy that has to be imagined, mapped, and sometimes even performatively 

created. he mapping of American empire by Taiwanese independence 

activists and the emergence of projects like the Formosan Statehood 

Movement or the civil government pose a challenge for anthropologies 

of empire that start from macrotheories formulated in the context of 

anti- imperial movements. Looking at empire through the eyes of local 

political struggles reveals the importance of historical contingency in 

shaping not only geopolitical ainities and antagonisms but also the 

mode in which imperial politics are interpreted. he manner in which 

Taiwan’s international status has been regularly transformed through 

the diplomatic maneuvers of imperial powers explains epistemological 

practices that seek legibility and avenues for repurposing these maneuvers 

to work in the interest of local political actors.

Projects like these, however, pose a challenge for progressive projects 

premised on what Chen calls “de- imperialization” because they challenge 

mappings of empire that assume popular bases for regional solidarity 

against a singular “Empire.” Indeed, the deinition of empire in this situ-

ation is complicated by the fact that American and Chinese geopolitical 

self- deinition in East Asia is based on contrasting the self against the 

“imperialism” of the other. he case of Taiwan highlights the broader 

entanglement of “anti- imperial” movements in East Asia with putative 

imperial movements of another kind. American imperialism in East Asia 

cannot be historically disentangled from Asian imperialisms, and Asian 

imperialisms in turn cannot be historically disentangled from the Western 

imperialisms to which many of them responded. To argue this is not to 

make an argument that these diferent imperialisms are equivalent; they 

are in fact of diferent scales and reach. However, they mean diferent 

things to Taiwanese political actors than they do to, for example, antimili-

tarist activists in Okinawa who experience American empire in the form 

of military bases and their negative social efects (Lutz and Enloe 2009). 

he goal of this article has been to provoke discussion about how people 
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talk about “empire,” its historical contingency, and the political stakes 

involved. his is a necessary intervention for a situation like in Taiwan, 

where one’s positionality within entangled and/or competing imperial 

projects can overdetermine one’s political ainities and antagonisms 

vis- à- vis multiple empires.

he geopolitics of critique, however, often overdetermine the implicit 

maps that people adopt. hrough examining the elaborateness of the po-

litical discourse of Taiwan independence activists, I hope to have shown 

just how constructed these maps of world order can be. he purpose 

here is not to deny the signiicance of macrotheories of empire or the 

importance of anti- imperial movements but rather, as the counterintui-

tive cases here suggest, to suggest more cognizance of the geopolitically 

contingent, emergent, and overdetermined sources and types of political 

subjectivity within contemporary formations of nation- states and empire.
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of “(non-)imperial” relationships.
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1. his narrative excluded the indigenous Austronesian peoples of 

Taiwan, although other nationalist narratives emerged that drew on these 

histories to make claims that the Taiwanese were not Han (Brown 2004). 

Indigenous- led projects themselves, however, have their own histories 

and contexts that are unfortunately beyond the scope of this article.

2. For example, U.S. “acknowledgment” of the China’s claims on Tai-

wan in the 1972 Shanghai Communique has diferent meaning than U.S. 

“recognition,” although in Chinese, both can be translated as chéngrèn.

3. In several conversations, the United States was spoken of jokingly 

by statehood supporters and detractors as being “like a God.”

4. Johnny Huang maintained the possibility of eventual independence 

after statehood, whereas David Chou advocated full integration into the 

United States.
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